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Certainly,
black students
seeking to become informed s4bs tantial adults s hould not fall
for the bogus and spurious attempts to cloud the issue now
being masterminded by the press
and the FBI. Do you r emember
what the FBI and white press
attempted to do to Dr.· King?
Let the record s how ; ... there are
few like Angela Davis. We'd
better try to s ave them or the
concentration camps are next.
It will never be t\ation Time until our discipline and determination make us one in our unity to
free Angela Davis and all black
political prisoners .

B y Jesse Jack so n (repri n ted by permission o f Chicago Daily Defender)

Jesse Jackson
\Vho tlecides whom our heroes
will be'.' Who dete rmines who will
be our per sonalities or our
pimps '
Our prophets or our
profiteers"
·
The white press has just t rapped us into another gully of obfuscation and confusion by making
one of the most brilliant and
g1ftc!d you.rig women of this decade a wanted and haunted monstr osity. She has now been convicted before given a fair trial.
\Vho ls Angela Davis?
Wh.y is this occuring to her?
That such a thing could happen, r i(!.'ht under our eyes and
without so much as a wince of
protest from any of our top
black leaders is at once a sign of
our tradition ... that is the house nigger psyC'hology and condition
that is the slave mentalit}
which makes us even to ourselves only thr ee-fifths me11.
John Peter Altgeld, the r evered gove1nor of this state in
the later years of the 19th century, examined all of the evidence in the lives and circumstances of the Haymarket Square
't

•

•

...

bombers of that day and decided
that there were scar s in those
men's lives that grew out of the
massive s keleton in the nation's
closet; and fo r that r eason and
because he knew even then that
America was " two nations, " one
of "haves" and one of " havenots " - he had no resource or
r ecourse but to pardon them.
This is a man whose principles ;\Iayor Daley and other henchmen who believe Democ r ats more
important than democr acy, have
long since forgotten.
Brandeis and other distinguished American ju rists affirmed the right to life and to a
fai r t r ial of Sacco and Vanzetti.
But you see, a black woman' s
life bears no merit in and of
itself; even she has rendered the
com mendable academic testimony :is evident in n .e wor1<::, of
Angela Davis.
i\Iore needs to be r eported
on the incredulity and heinousness of the Soledad Brothers
cas e. The Soledad case rivals
the P residio prison c ase and perhaps even Parchman Penitentiary
in the brutality and inhumanity
known to eltist at that pr ison.
Here was a young lady, in whom
the elements mixed so gently but
born against a background of
harsh bigotry in the heat of the
,lay, south' of Freedom in
Al abama.
An amazing student in school
she was selected as one of the
south's most outstanding students
just a decade ago. Her scholarship was such as attracted the
eyes of Dr. Herbert i\Iarcuse,

'R.cs1fta11c:c, r ejccnc>11, Llejia11ce,
JI/ crery /el'e/, v11 ci·cry j ro 11t are

in regral efen1e11rs of rile royage
101vard .fr eedon1. "
Ange/a f ro1111e Dal'is

Justice Dept.
the famed Socialist scholar who
· indicated his desire to have ·her
as one of his students and to
serve as her major gr aduate professor. That is an honor few
students can boast experiencing
during either college or graduate car eer.
As a gr aduate student instructor at UCLA she was subjected
to the c ruelest and most ignorant
of inquisitions by the California
Board of Regents at a time when
her classes drew hundreds of students.
The regents, caught in one of
their kangaroo courts and threatened with the attendant publicity
of censure for the most blatant
violation of academic freedom,
shadow- boxed the issue of her
alleged subversion for nearly a

HUSA results

'
By Kat hleen Wills

The HUSA senate voted at its
meeting on Tuesday to cancel
the Chambers Brothers Concert,
scheduled for Sunday morning,
but after student protest, reversed the decision the following day.
, · The Concert will be held from
3:00 - 6 :00 a .m. this Sunday,
-T he decision evolved from a
long discussion centered around
the progress of ticket sales for
the Ike and Tir.a Tu~er Show
at C ramton last Wectnesday night.
Tony Stewart, Chairman of the
Homecoming Steering Committee, reported that as of the time
of the meeting, only 600 out of"
a possible 6,600 tickets had been
sold, As a result. Tony asked
the As sociation to grant him
and his com mittee the power to
permit students to attend the
concert free of charge 1f the
committee saw fit to do so. After
a great deal of debate, Stewart'~
motion was voted down.
Senators Brooks and White
questioned the "competency•' of
the "Steering Committee in handling the finances for Homecom. ing. Said Brooks, " Twice we've
been involved in a failing en-

terprlse. It was the jazz concert
and now this thing, I'm in favor
of lowering the price of the
tickets --that way we'd make
some profit." That motion, too,
was voted down.
Stewa rt defended his committee, stating that the association
established its plans for Homecoming very late in the year, an
impossiple time to get performers who are in demand,
"There have been several inferences ," he said, 11 that I
haven't been on my job. I resent
that. I worked on Homecoming
all summer, and you, rejected
my plan. Now this one isn't working out. I don't appreciate the
implications.''
The possiblity of going on with
the pre-dawn concert on Swiday
was then brought to question.
It seems that the proceeds of the
Ike and Tina Turner Show were
to be used to finance, in pa.r t,
Sunday's concert. Gay Pop
(Charles White) md'ved to cancel
the show because of the degr ee
of financ ial risk.
A lengthy d~bate ensued. Clay
White asked the opinion of Nor.:

Howard reiects

man Rei<!, a brother with experience in working with concerts. Although he couldn't give
a definite answer as to the possible success of the concert,
he gave HUSA some soWld advice.

year. Under pressure from right
• wing Reagan and his insipid vigilante corps she was flred ... But
note the char ge. Not her Marxism, that had been the source
of besmirching and demeaning
taunts against her career ~.. But
"too frequent absences from the
campus and her duties as an instructor thus preventing her from
a profitable execution of her
work ... "
For all of this, Angela Davis
got the back of ou r hands as we ·
rushed to put the m over our
lips; to silence our mouths, our
meaning and our hearts for one
"of our own."
Shakespeare was no doubt right
in his s cene from Julius Caesar
"Judgment thou art fled to brutish
beasts and men have .lost their

•

Upper Volta
• •
Pres. v1s1ts
By Gwen Ross

reason... " And now she faces not
a . r ap ... for reported escape to
avoid prosecution (PERSECUTION) would be more accurate
• . . but a murder charge. As
ignorant reporters air her case
and charge her with being
'' commWlist" it is not clear at
all that given her Marxism,· the
issue may be whether Communism can be an intelligent academic discussion in this nation.

7

:

....
President Cheek and General Sangoule Lamizana, Pres. of Upper Volta,

tour the Moorland Room .

Presioent Cheek's ,office reJected last week Attorney General lVIitchell's . suggestion that
Justice Department representatives hold informal talks with
Howard students.
According to Dr. Carl Ander son, Vice Pres ident for Student
Affairs, a letter was drafted s aying, "We have carefully Gonsidered .the eff~cts and -results
of such a progr a m on ~ampus ,
and we have decided, that. in view
of the present climate, a visit
at this time would not yield the
constructive and positive outcomes we would hope ~or."
Howard .was among 51 colleges
and univ,ersit~es scheduled for
such visits this month.

Te"ell Photo
•

During a private visit to Washington this week, the President of
Upper Volta stopped briefly at
Howard for an in!ormal talk with
President James Cheek.
General Sangoule Lamizana
arrived around 4:00 p.m. Tuesda:y
to confer with Dr. Cheek on issues
common to universities m the
United States and his West A!rican nation. The two leaders
also discussed a possible trip
by Dr. Cheek to Africa, official
sources report.
.
P r esident Lamizana anp his
party were greeted by a number
of interested bystanders as Dr.
Cheek led them across campus
for a tour of the Moorland Room
•
in FoWlders Library.
While -there, he was shown
works in the Afro-American col- ·
lection as well as the stacks
on Upper Volta. The Frenchspeaking president also talked
with sev~ral students .through
an interpreter during the quick
tour.
Earlier in the week, General
Lamizana attended the 25th Ann1ve-rsary session of the United
Nations General Assembl;rinNew
York. He was scheduled· to remain in Washington until Wednesday, when he would leave to
survey the US military academy
at West Point, New York.

•
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HILLTOP meetings
•
The ffiLLTOP s taff will meet
on Sunday, Oct. 25 1n the ffiLLTOP office, 2215 4th St. All
editors will meet at 1:30 p,m.
and reporters will- meet for a
workshop at 3:00 p.m. These
meetings are mandatory. Pay will
be affected by a.Psence.

The Homecoming pep rally will
be held this evening in Cr amton
Auditorium from 7:00- 9:00 p.m..
Entertainment will include the
Donald Byrd Sextet, The African
Heritage Drum me rs and Dancers, H.U. Gospel Choir, the
Colemanaires , and a speech by
the Gridiron Queen. A reception for the Queen wll follow.

Homecoming

Permanent ID's
All "new entrants" and "old

students returning'' who received
temporary photo ID's in September will be issued permanent
pboto ID's in window No. 3, Offic e of the Registrar, Room 128,.
Administration Building between
8:30 a,m. and 5:00 p.m. No student will be issued a permanent photo ID if he does not present the temporary one he received in Sept.

Game
Howard vs. Fisk will take place
tomorrow at RFK Stadium, East
Capitol and 22nd St. Tickets are
free with ID and registration.
Buddy Miles is tentatively
scheduled to entertain at the
post-game concert Sunday morning from 3:00 to 5:00 a. m. in
the men's gym.

Poat-game concert

Soulful Cabaret
Brothers and Sisters fr om the
"Afro-Indies" invite all Black
people to A Soulful Homecoming
Cabaret at All Souls Church,
15th and Harvard Sts., N.\V.,
October 24, 1970, 10 until 3:30
a.m. West Indian food and Rum
sale. Donation $1:00

The post-game concert Sunday
morning, Oct. 25 1 will feature
the Chambers Brothers, Instant
Grooves and Soul Invaders: at
3:00 until 6:00 A. M.
in the
Men's Gym, Tickets $4.00.

'

Lost and Found

Poetry·reading

Monday thru Friday ---- 11 a.m.
- 4 p.m.
Room 109 Student. Center, Alpha
Phi Omega National Service
Fr aternity Office.
11
An APO service project".

The Student-Faculty Lecture
Series Com mtttee of the English
Department is presenting Professor Sterling Brown in a poetry
reading on Monaay, October 26
at 4:30 p,m. in the F1ne -Arts
Auditorium (Rm. 3001)

Any student wishing to apply -*'...
for participation 1n the Washington! D. C. Project or who is
seeking further information, contact:
Gary Ayers, HUSA Office
Room 324 Student Cent er
Phone: ~87-7~79 or 797-6100,
ext. 761.

Black Tutors

DST Party

St. Stevens Church at 16th
and Newton N. W. needs Black
tutors. All of the children are
Black, and twenty-five · of the
thil'ty tutors are white. · Come
on Tuesday evenings at 7:30p, m.
for one hour.

The Alpha Chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc, presents "When You Get Right Down
to It" Friday, October 23 from
11:00 on at St. Stephens Church,
16th and Newton Str eets, N.W.
Admission ls $1 .50 for advance
tickets, and $2.00 at the door

The Law School will sponsor
a Homecoming Cabaret Tonight
at 1801 N. Oak St., Arlington,
Va. (Longworth Cafeteria.) The
Young Senators will play. Tickets
are $6.50 in advance and $7.00
at the door.

TUB tutors
The Upward Bound program
of Trinity College is asking for
Volunteer tutors for high school
students. Interested? Call Mr.
Clair, 269-2389.

Go Go Girl Wanted

Experience not necessary

-

Trinidadian Party
A Homecoming celebration
dance sponsored by the Trinidad
and Tobago Cultural Sporting Association will be held tomorrow
night from l O:OO _p. m.-2 :00 a.m.
at St. M:i.tthews Cathedral Hall
1814 N. St. N.W. Music by Keith
Freddie and the Trinidad Steel
Orchestra, and the Vic Casse
Combo Tropical.

Economics Club
Your Humble National Cr ·1 Card c~n be used by
yuu. Yes, that's right. Hum le (ESSO) has come to
How;..rd's Campus. Gay 1>Ts a representative for
a firm that simply ask for students to fill o ut u very
short fo rm and. within 3 weeks you c redit curd will
be st:nt to you .
For further inf~rmation see Gay Po p. You cc:n't

Economic Club officers for
70-71 are: President Simon
Francis; Vice President, Warrean Young; Secretary, Gloria
Goings; Treasurer. Humphecy
Aechina and Public Officer, Jer ..
ome Pate. Wednesday, October
29 at 1:00 p,m. Economics majors
meet in 178 N.B. to elect Howard representative to be on Student-Economic curriculum commlttee.

>
r-~~~--,-~~~~~~~-=--~~~~===================================.:: ~~·===::::-----'
miss him because he's o n c rutches.

•

TESTING

TEST.ING

,
•

AT THE WORLD'S
LARGEST OUTDOOR
LABORATORY.

•

EG&G's Las Vegas facility is engaged in
test support operations involving nuclear
rocket development and nuclear \Vea~on::;
undergrountl testing.
•

Contact your Can1pus Placement Bureau
TODAY to arrange an appointment lvith
our Con1pany Representative,

'

Our rapid growth pattern is continuously
creating ne"'· and exciting career opportu- .
nities for ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
•

,
George Douglas, BSBA -'68

and MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

•

D.C. Proiect

TESTING

Law Cabaret
,

Pep Rally

Call 832-6070
before 9 or

North Carolina A&l ' State University

who will conduct

If you would rather be a "shirt-sleeves"
engineer out working in the field instead of
si tting at a desk, you \.Vould like the environment at EG&G.

291 -8380
after 11
•

' ' Black women have to start
doing things that are more daring as far as their bodies are
concerned. Because we just
happen to have much
more beautiful bodies.' '

A EGc..G

·680 EAST
An f:q11al Opportunity Employer !flF ~!<.

..!

ON-CAMPUS INTERV_I.,-;ws

•

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2.

SUNSE~
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•
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voters register

. ...

By Willie Abrams

Mayor Walter E. Washington
called on District citi.z ens "to
go wide and go far to bring young
people in to register" during the
voter registration rally for 18
to 21 year-olds last Saturday at
the District Building.
The Mayor said that the extension of the vote to 18 to 21
years-old "marks the beginning
of a new era; the city is ready
to embr ace youths on the basis
of partnership and not paternalism. "
Actor Bill Cosby was sworn
, .in as acting registrar and was
given the privilege of registering the first three el ligible persons. He chose KatherineJames,
age 21; Joseph R. Johnson, age
22; and Esther Hudley, age 24 .
C osb~ left the rall) shortly after
the three had been officially re-

gistered.
When Cosby first appeared at
the rally, he was greeted by
youths from approximately age
nine upward. The youths received
autographs on whatever they had
available.
While Gilbert Hahn, Chairman
of the D. c. City Council, was
speaking, the crowd of young
people yelled the name of The
Reverend
Douglas
Moore
throughout. Hahn praised the
M_ayor "for his fine speech. "
" The District of Columbia has
had a history of non-participatory democr acy,'' Dr. J ames
Jones, Special Assistant to the
:\layor for Youth Opportw1ity Services, stated before introducing
~layor \Vashington.
The Reverend Douglas 1\loore
was at the rally early and said
he had come to meet the young

Students p ·r epare to aid
•
candidates 1n Ala ·b ama
By Robert Taylor

•

Roy Allen

to work on different areas of the
Howard students, sponsoring
project.
the political campaign trip to
Winston also informed the
Alabama to help the predominately Black NOP A party in . gathering that the central committee of the project was attheir attempt to gain political
tempting to get a "moratorium"
control of certain Alabama c;ounon mid-term exams for those
tie~ , have decided to ask unistudents who participate in the
versity
administr ators
and
political trip to Alabama. Over
faculty members for contribu150 students have already signed
tions in order to help raise
up to travel to Alabama and work
the nearly $4,000 needed for
for the NDP A candidates.
October 29 trip.
The letter that was to oo sent
This move was prompted by
to the administr ators and faculty
a federal law, the Hatchet Act,
soliciting financial support was
which forbids the 4se of uniread to those present at the meetversity funds for political puring. It said, in essence, 11 the
poses.
university is moving into a new
· According to Jessie Winston,
era of politics and participation
a coordinator of the project along
with Phyllis Waller and Harold , from the entire university is
necessary."
Reddick, Howard administrators
The Alabama project all
maki~g $20,000, or more ~ year
started whE1n Phyllis Waller, a
will asked to contribute.- $100
liberal arts sophomore, received
while each of the 900 ffculty
a letter from the Congr ess of
members will be asked fo.r $10.
African Peoples suggesting that
Fund raising was the .majo~
Howard send to Alabama to help
topic discussed at ~ · exwith the campaigns of the 169
traordinary Sunday meeting of the
NDP A candidates.
Alabama project in Founders LiBrother Winston also stated
brary this week.
•
that Acklyn Lynch, a former
The project committee mapped
Howard instructor, is trying to
out other ways of obtaining tunds
and selected several committees
raise $1000 for the project.
~

fl

I! i

tl

•

Young prospective D.C . voter is sworn in .

people. Young people will constitute approximately 35,000 new
voters on the roster.
In commenting to this writer,

Rev. i\1oore said that he wanted
to know on what grounds Channing
Phillips qualified as the best
man for the non-voting delegate.
Howard University's president,
James Cheek, made the assertion that "Channing Phillips is
the best qualified man for the

office of non-voting delegate"
during a press conference urging
Phillips to declare his candidacy.
Phillips has refused to debate
l\Ioore so far.
There is no need for a coalition in a city that is almost 907C
Black, according to the Reverend l
Douglas Moore. He aiso raised'
questions concerning the makeup of the National Democratic
Committee in the District which

By Marye Cumberlander

The Schools of Engineering
and Architecture established in
the years 1908-1910, are no
longer functioning together but
have divided into two separate
schools.
The change came about because of political and technical
problems. The School of Architecture which has moved on Sherman St. shares a building with
Business Administration. In the
past there were problems in
getting funds because it was combined with the Engineering
School. There was also a lack
of space. Now perhaps it will
be easier for both schools to
get the necessary funds they.
need and there will be more
space available for each.
With the change over to Sherman Street, the·School of Arch!- ,
tecture is also making changes

in curriculum and objectives.
The new trend leans toward providing designs which can be used
in real situations in the ghetto
community instead of hypothetical situations as done' previously.
According to Dean Mackeywho
is holding the position of acting
dean until a permanent dean is
named.. "Architecture today
should-"ho longer be memorial,
or icing on a . cake, but useful
to common people".
Students in architecture show
an avid interest in the community and Black pursuits. The senior class has been commissioned
to do a studio in N.E. with a
possible 11 24 hr. environment"
which will function around the
studio. A trip was taken to Aftica this summer to study "rural,
urban and ctiltura! aspects in

•

£tees 111(>1·c c1·1scs

milted to college will eventually
enroll; thus, it's necessary to
overbook to insure that all available
space will be filled.
The increase in funds which FCC
requested from Congress would
have allowed the College to admil from 1,500 to 1,700 new
students in September."
Joe Walker, editor of the student newspaper-- Spectrum -specua!ted on what he saw
as the central issue: "It is general knowledge that white people
(district committee) want niggers

Dr. Harland Randolph •
'
FCC Presiden t ·
t.ur/".'
f'/io/o
to act a certain way and if they
don't then they react.·· Explaining that although it could not be
validated.lhe cut in funds was a
cr ystal -clear example of white
reaction_ary politics.
Corneuus Williams, President
of the SGA (Student Government
Association) takes the position
that. " This school (FCC) is a

•

Connie L. Br own, ~liss District
of Columbia for 1969, said that
the vote was nothing special.
She cited Douglas Moor e as her
candidate and said that he will
appeal to the majority of the
District 's youths. CoMie is 20
years old and qualifies for the
vote.

E & A ·divides into two schools

By Stan Ferdinand

The plight and politics
o!urban
...
life have challe~gect, precedentially, the structure of higher
education in America. Therefor@,
it's no surprise that Federal
City College (FCC) has often been
the center of much controversy.
However, the nature of the issues at the nation's first urban
land-grant! college extends beyond the urban milieu and connects with the District's major
political problem: the absence
of home rule and consequently
the lack of adequate political
power. In view of this, the developments at FCC have resulted
in far reaching social, political
and academic repercussions that
continues to proliferate.
As recently as last September
its administration found itself
involved in a law suit contending
its "showing of bad faith'' when
it turned away 3, 198 previously
accepted students. The court case
initiated by three of the r ejected 'students was dismissed by the
court in view of the college efforts to ameliorate the situation.
In a telephone interview with
the Hll LTOP , Sherman Roberson, speaking for the President's
office, explained that the admission cris is was a result of
inadequate funding and not an
administrative blunder. Roberson, special assistant to u~
president, and a mernber of the
task force that investigated the
admission issue emphasized that
"We tried to fill every ~ailable
space. As other colleges and universities must do, FCC accepts
more persons than it expects
will actually appear at registration. Not everyone who is ad-

approximately three-fourths•
white whereas the District is
three-fourths Black.

is

i

•
'

..

microcosm of the City and we
face the same problems the ·
City faces." This statement was
meant to reflect the way in
which the District was politiCally/financially handicapped by
an ind1ff-erent Distr ict House
Committee and an often powerless City Counc11.
Cornelius feels that political
organizing among young people
now being conducted by FCC
students will have a potent effect on . future social/political
issues in the District. He stated
that a one-day convention to register voters between the ages
of 18-25 was tentatively planned
for November 21 at the· D. C.
Armory.
One of the . ironies of Federal
City College is that its developmPnt has been greatly affected
by internal disputes. During its
first year it was crucially polarized over the issue of Black
Studies. This escalated into a
major political confr ontation that
resulted in the program be~g
removed by its organizer, Jimmy
'Garret, and later resignation of
key administ rators , includingthe
former white President Frank
Farner.
The current President, Dr,
Harland Randolph, was unavailable for comments on the nature of internal conflict. Ho\\'ever, his special assistant, Sherman Robertson saw it as typical of a young institution to be
faced with differ ences of positions but felt t hat this in no
way affected the positive direction of the College. The administration's position is that
FCC
has a responsibility to pro•

vide quality education<for its stu.dents ·and social resources for
the communities in the Dist rict
and that all elements within the
College should share in this equally.
The view of the average student, removed from the politics
of confrontation, is reflected by
Xeum Roberts, a junior majoring
in management. He feels that
FCC is a vital asset since it
provides an opportunity for higher education previously \¥}available in the District. "The
problem of FCC is inherent in
its concept," he said. "It is a
land-grant college without any
land and without any grant.' '
The view for the future is that
FCC with a 95% Black student
population has a valid right to
continue with constructive results . If for no other reason, it
is located in the Nation's capitol
with a 76.°{ Black population and
which is engaged in a crucial
struggle for a fun ctional form of
political representat~on .

REFLECTIONS .
UNLIMINTED
-

• Photography
• Cinematography
• Coordination

..

of

· Public Relations

1734 Lamont St., N. \-V.
462-4 786/ 462-5462

Ghana" to see how life there
relates to the American scene
in an attempt to retain certain
aspects of black culture,
As expressed by one student
"More communication is needed
with the community to e"pose
people to principles of planning
so we can give people what they
want, insteaf of what we feel
they need."
In comparison, little change
seen in the School of Engineering because of the move or in·
regard to community involvement. A possible reason for thls
.in Engineering is, "there are certain courses required for a back- .
ground in Engineering which cannot be altered." The Dept. of
Electrical Engineering under
Prof. Purnell p·romises to become more relevant to black
issues and some involvements
in the community may be affected under Student Cowicll
Pres. Amiseal, who has plans
for a trip to Mississippi, " to
expose engineering students to
what is needed by those people ·
so we can apply it to our courses
of study" and also an open house
to familiarize high school students with the fields in Engineering. One of their main problems
appears to be a lack of fUnds.t
"on the hill".

HUSA
(Continued from Page J )

\

"Your idea didn't ·work not
because the planning wasn't perfect, but because you din't have
a dynamic attitude to put it out.
You try to p<>litically push it
on somebody... •You didn't dothis
job and you didn't do this thing' ....
That's not it at all."
When the vote was tallied up,
the decision was close-- 8 in favor
of Gay Pop's motion, 6 opposed
:md no abstentions:
(This decision was reversed
on Wed.)
The next item on the agenda
of importance was a Black Panther Party request. The Party
had appr uached Les Gaines (Law
School) about the use of the gym
for their Constitutional Convention Thanksgiving weekend. It
was moved, secon~ed and passed
unanimously, to allow the use
of the gym, provided that they
pay "all damages and costs that
may be incurred as a result of
their presence on campus ."
The matter of Angela Davis
was also raised. Because it was
felt that she had, in a sense,
already been convicted, a motion
was passed to "appoint a committee to organize a campus
commun1ty- wide propaganda and
fund drive for her legal defense.

•
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Controversial writer comes
to G. Neal Lecture Series
(Press Release)

Mr. Earl Caldwell, Black
journalist who stands in a moral
contempt of U.S. agencies of law
and order, will speak to Howard
students about the Dept. of
. Justice,
and
the
Federal
Bureau of Investigation as they
relate to thE! Black community,
Thursday, Oct. 29.

outstanding achievement 1n Black
journalism, as well as other
awards for stories ranging from
witnessing the murd~r of Martin
Luther King, to contemporary
llfe in Harlem to the Detroit
riot, (where he got hims e 1f
herded into Jail with other Blacks
and then wrote of the plight).

Caldwell, a national correspondent for the New York
Times was convicted of contempt
of federal court last August and
was sentenced to an indefinite
term in prison,, that is, until
he surrenders his private notes
and tape recordings of meetings
with the Black Panthers, and
also gives secret testimony about
that revolutionary group.

He asserts that he is tlnot
the white world's SPY.. on the
Black community!" He has,
therefore, been 1n defiance of
U.S. Atty. General John N. Mitchell, and since February FBI
agents have pressured Caldwell
20 times to turnover his Information on Mr. David Hilliard,
national chief of staff ·of the
Black Panther Party. Caldwell
•

"'

\i

7' '
I

~-

on elements in the Black com- .
munity. He doesn't want to admit it, and so he is hunting for
other people who in open court
can be forced t~ conffrm what
he already knows. Also, the Just' ice Dept. is trying to drive a
·wedg'e between Black reporters
and their radical sources of
news."
Caldwell's contempt is of vast
importance to a free press, and
it therefore has attracted wide
support, which ranges from
publications such as the Ball and
Chain Review, a scathing magazine
of Black journalists,
to Muhammad Speaks, as typical
of the Black press, to white
liberal publications such as The
Progres~ve and Newsweek, to
expensive magazines such as
Esquire and even to white establishment organs such as Editor and Publisher. Reporters of
the Wall Street Journal have protested en mass against the government's action, and network
television executives have done
likewise.
Caldwell's address Thursday
will be an analysis of the government's pressure on Black
newsmen, on what the Black community can do today with the
white press, and what practical
steps must be taken to build a
Black ideology in communications.

...
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Nurses donate funds
(Preu Release)

WASlllNGTON, D.C. --They
did a lot of cookmg, concertarranging, and contributing during the past year to raise that
money. And last Sunday they
turned it over~-all of fourthousand dollars--to pay the fees of
needy freshmen of Howard University's nursing schools.
f th
The ladi es, many o
em
slxtyish and all of them possessing the poise and dignity
that is the result of a life'long career in nursing, number
only a~ut fifty. They are the .
active members of the Freedmen's Hospital School of Nursing Alumni Association which
held a scholarship awards reception last Sunday at the School
of Nursing recreation room in
Howard University.
•
Mabel staupers, who graduated
from Howard.In 1917 and worked
in Freedmen's and Harlem Hospitals was about the oldest among
those present. "In the past
1

years1" She said in a c ear'
ringing voice, "the Alumni Association has provided scholarships to indivldual students. This
year we thought that a better
way would be to turn over the
money to the two schools and
let them use it to help the stu.:
d
d th
dents they felt
eserve
e

-------------------~-------,

,,...

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

•

I

Mr. F. Thomas Schornhorst will be at HoV".tard
University, October 23, 1970, to · interview
prospective law students. Indiana University offers
an excellent opportunity for faculty contact,
interdisciplinary study. and participation in the life
of a cosmopolitan university with unusually fine
cultural programs. The Law School offers a wide
variety of financial aid to qualified students. Please
contact your replacement office for more detailed
information on interviews.

Earl Caldwell

interviewed Hilliard and Mr.
Raymond (~1asai) Hewitt, another
Panther, in their Party headquarters, then wrote about Panther ideas on the violent overthrow of the American government.

His speech at 8:00 p.m. in
the Medical School Auditorium
will be sponsored by the Graduate Council, and it will commence the Gilbert Neal Lecture
Series, whose theme this year
will be "Towards a Black
Ideology."

One reason for the prosecution
says Caldwell, is that the attorney generalis " eavesdropping

Last year Caldwell won the
John B. Russwurm prize for

t

the~)re;ented two
cheoeks of $2,000 eaeb to Howard
University's Vice Presient for
Health Attairs Dr. Carlton P .
Alexts, one check to go to the
30-month diploma program in
nursing and the other to the collegiate school, which otters a
Bachelor of Science degr$'0 in
nursing.
Mrs.
Jeannette
Flipping,
chairman of the scholarship committee, said 1n an futerview that
she and the other la:dies had to
do a lot of hard work in ralseIng the money. The Alumni Association has contributed $10,000
1n scholarships since 1964.
Mrs. Ida Robinson, directvr of
the diploma program, remarked
while accepting th6i check, "lt
is not how much the money is,
but at what strategic period it
comes that counts. Because of
acute shortage in fUnds this year,
many students who needed at
least $1 ,500 in assistance could
not be provided more than $300.
She .later explained that 40 out
of 43 freshmen this year had asked
for help, either because they
come from large families or because they could not get summer jobs.
Dr. Anna B. Coles, Dean ofthe
School of Nursing, said that this
was the second organization
which had given a large sum of
money to the school.
The meeting was presided over
by Mrs. Ruth Powers, who appealed to younger nurses to participate in the programs of the
Association.

tunds." She

Illegal Afro
By Robert Taylor

Five Howard student's, including APLC Treasurer Roy Allen,
left for Savannah, Georgia earlier
tl\15 week to Jend their se;vices
to several • Elack high school
students Vfht> were suspended
from a recently inegrated school
and later arrested for \!!.earing
Afros.

Suscribe to the
· HILL TOP
$4.00 per year
mail check or money order
with complete address to
THE HILL TOP
Howard Univ.

The Howard visit was prainpted
oy the arrest of the students'
attorney, Bobby Hill, a Georgia
State Representative and a 1.966
graduate of Howard's Law School.
This rule resulted ~ the
suspension of several male students from one of the district's
integrated schools.
~
1Continu.:d on Page 5
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Cheek says UN anniversary
should be saluted at Howard

By Ernestine Stripling

Howard's first Gridiron Queen
in ten year s will be revealed
tonight at the Homecoming Pep
Rally in Cramton Auditorium.
Replaced ·by the Homecoming
Queen title in 1961, the Gridiron Queen position was recreated
this fall when HUS A moved to
hold Homecoming "in the name
of the game." The privilege of
selecting the queen, HUSA
decided, should rightfully be
granted the football team rathet
than the student body. This plafi
was also intended to eliminate
the usual campaigning and financial worries, and thus widen
the opportunity for all those desiring to be queen.
Ironically, when the football
team met last week to interview
candidates, only three coeds Cher yl jones, Brenda Jenkins,
and Burnetta Scott-appeared.
Norman Brown, a quarterback
and co-captain of the team, stated
that he was disappointed· that
more girls did not show up. "It
seems," he said, " that how since
there's only a day or two of
glory instead of a week of glory,

Statement by

,

President Cheek

"On the occasion of the 25th
anniversar y of the United Nations, it is fitting that the Howard University family should join
the world community in saluting
this organization. It is a consoling thought that for the past
25 years, the world has not witnessed another holocaust such as
characterized the first and second world wars in the 30 years
before the birth of the UN. Certainly, the UN s hares the credit
for the pre~ntion of such unwanted events in our history.
This celel.>ration should not,
however, make us overlook the
unresolved issues of the day;
rather, it should refocus our attention and conern. Human
rights continue to be suppressed
in many countries despite the
UN Declaration of 1948, the gap
between rich and poor nations
continues to ,widen, and the cold
war is still with us. ElinUnation of conditions such as these
must continue to be sought. It

·'
\

.-'

.

'

Bisons pick Quee·~

.

.
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is my hope, therefore, that in
the midst of the felicitations,
you will take time to consider
how we can make the UN more
effective, for it remains the
greatest hope of mankind in the
quest for world peace.
HOWARD salutes the UN."
Program:
Frtaay, October 23:
President Cheek proclaims UN
Silver Jubilee celebrations at
Howard (see Hilltop for text).
Saturday, October 24:
Exhibition of flags and other
materials on UN. (Founder 1s
Library).
J.\1onday, October 26:
Seminar on the UN (all political science classes).
Tuesday, October 27:
Film-show. The UN at \Vork
(General Assembly and Security Council.) Douglass Hall,
Room 143 at 8:00 p.m.
Friday, October 30:
variety show (details to be announced later).

'
only a few girls
are interested."
However, the three girls that
were interviewed expressed a
genuine interest in becoming the
Gridiron Queen.
Cheryl, a senior in Business
from the San Francisco Bay Area,
Calif., was asked, among other
things, how she felt about the
football team chosing a Gri~
iron queen rather than the student body chosing a Homecoming
Queen.
,
To this she1 ¥eplied, "By the
football team choosing a Gridiron
Queen, a better Black image can
be projected as well as pride
and respect which is needed to
dr aw various athletic, political,
and social functions together."
Brenda, a senior from Durham,
Norht Carolina, majoring in preschool education, was asked how
she felt about women's liberation.
To this she replled,
"Women's 111.Y.'•:ation for Dl 1.; _, ~
wi'l come later. Before we can
think about white women, we have
to get ourselves together. "
Burnetta Scott, a senior from
Washington, D.C. majoring in

Home Economics, was also asked
how she felt ab01lt the football
team selecting . ~he Gridiron
Queen.. She repliett, "l feel it's
a good idea but "t•m very disll lushioned because more girls
did not show up.

Afro

Continued from Page 4 J

Going with Allen will be at
least one student frotll the law
School for legal purposes.
According to Allen the virtually all white Savannah school boafd
after the court ordered integration of their district instituted
several new school , guidelines
including the provision that no
teacher or student could wear
an Afro hair ~tyle to school.
The practice of forpiding
Blacks to wear Afros to school
by white controlled school boards
is becoming an incr easingly common practice in recentlx_ integrated southern schools) In
Mobile, Alabama, for instanc~,
the school has labeled the Afro
an "un-American hair style. "

Poll reveals student-s favo

.

Homecoming change
Rhonda Jackson

By Faye Bowens

~
~-;· ~
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Saturday morning from 9 :00 - 12:00 industrious Drew Hall residents ~orked feverishly on their Clean-up
Campaign. Provided with equipment from the Sanitation Departn1ent , so1ne 90-100 students cleared away three truckloads of garbage. Refreshments were served afterward .
Holton Pho t o

Draft loopholes revea-l ed
for possible exemptions
By Regis Lake

With few exceptions Black men,
once they have reached military
age have been forced to face
one of three options: to accept
the draft, to escape to Canada,
or to stay and be railroaded into
prison for five years with a
$10,000 fine s lapped on the recor d
• · for good measure. The lottery
"' system has successfully r endered the draft procedure contusing as well as complicated and
the No. I meglomaniac of the
White House is rapidly making
it impossible for Blacks to file
for any exemption status. All of
this can be avoided - and legally.
Perhaps the most common
classifications, deferments and
examptions are:
a) student deferments
b) the 4-0 as student and occupation
c) occupational
d) medical and psychological
and
e) order of call ups.
Once upon a time "Hardship"
was a loop hole for the brother s
i:lntll Tricky Dick eliminated this
right. But there remains a
broader area-wide open,.which,
if the brothers investigate,
should stop the flow of Blacks
in ,army that oppresses
peoplr not only overseas but
also on our campus' and our
streets. There is a whole
category. ottered on "Types of

Pacifism" , there ls a whole list
of privileges listed under "Conscientious Objection". These include 1-A-Q, I-0, Non Cooperation, the Seleetive Objector, form
150, and religious training and
belief. Apart from this there
are fourteen positive deferments
and exemptions:
6. IV-C
1. 1-S (H), (C)
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I-Y
II- A
Il-S

I-D

III- A
7. IV- B

9, IV-D

10. IV-F
11. IV-A
12. V-A
13. I-W

14.· 1-C
A number of special cases •
also on the bOoks for t~se oi..posed to combat; reasons based
on expediency, ontransmoralobjections , on empirical evidence
and moral imperatives - solid
arguments (or 'convictions')
which no draft board can refuse
to consider. "Active Pacisfism"
anotfier status, left untreated in
this column, is certainly an important source which should be
tapped.
If you dig war - fine, go off
and be a good soldier for euroamerica. If, however, yd\.l feel
its time for nation building, then
check out the information above
or for material phone: 234-0983.
Let's unite to make the only
•draft' the fine and turious 'wind'
of revolution for building a Black
and .beautiful nation!

Univ. band
goes broke
by Linda Newton

"Our actions wll I depend on
the actions of this University. "
stated Maxine Jones, secretary
fo r Howard University's financially - troubled lVIarching Masters, when asked about the band's
plans for the future.
Band members feel that they
are plagued by "The same s ituation that we were in three
weeks ago." According to members, "The Marching Masters
still appear to be the University's orphan." Prof. William J.
Penn, director of the Marching
Masters, and members of the
band's Budget and Recruitment
Committee still find themselves
"attending meetings with top university officials and getting no
concrete results from them."
"We are attempting' to plan
ways of making money for ourselves bu~ we have not planned
anything definite at this time,"
stated band officials • .'.fhe band
has already begun to spend the
funds allocated to them by the
CQllege of Fine Arts. They have
spend a portion of these funds
on drum repairs.
The halitime period for this
_year's Homecoming belongs entirely to the Marching Masters
because Fisk does not have a
band, The band is working out
a routine for the halftime show
rut they still find that their
performance will "depend upon
this University."
With only four games, including
tomorrow's Homecoming g~m~,

A decisive major1l:y of Howard.
students favor the changes student government has made in the
traditional Homecoming activlt-..
ies accor ding to a recent HILLTOP poll
The major revisions made in
Homecoming were replacing the
selection of a Homecoming Queen
with a Gridiron Queen selected
by the football team and moving
the game to RFK stadium.
Sixty-two percent of those students questioned responded fav- . . .
orably to HUSA's decision to

cent favored the changes and
the other half did not.
However, over eighty percent
of those women polled were in
favor of hgving no honiecoming
queen along with the ~her revisions student government had
made in Homecoming.

remaining in this year's fO<>
ball season, the Marching Master,,s have made only one public
'appearance and the morale of
the band member s is beginning
to wane. Band membe~ould
like to feel that "we ar a part
of this University but s far
it's not like that.' ' Acco ing
to · Miss Jones, "The band recently received an offer to participate in a parade in Montgomery County but we did not
have the funds to pay the expense of the trip."
Members of the Marching Masters still find that they a re
practicing from . two to two-anda- hal.f hours per day with nothing
to show for their labors. The
University still maintains that
there are no funds available to
aid the band and it is doubtful
that the band will receive a
budget this year.

He described the service,
which is being provided by Place~ ment Research, a divisio~ of
Placement Publications , Inc., of
Rahway, N. J., as "a very valuable adjunct to our expanding
counseling and job-interview
program."
,.

A possible reason for this contrast may be found in the comment
of one sophomore co-ed , "No
one Black woman could diplomatically be chosen to epitomize
Howard's women."
•
Another trend was also apparent on the basis of classifi..:
return Homecoming to football.
cation. Lower classmen were
Nearly fifty students were scigener ally more pleased .vith the
entifically selected, and asked
changes than upperclassmen.
"What do you think of the reRoughly 45o/o of the freshmen and
cent changes made in Homesophmores said they completely
coming by student government?" • agreed with the Homecoming reFour possible answers were put
visions. While only 22% of the
before them to select from.
juniors and .seniors completely
The statistical' r esults were:
agreed with the changes.
A~ completely agree
3Sl?o
Althougn the holding of the
B. partially agree
28%
game in RFK stadium received
c. do not agree
21%
generally favorable responses,
D. strongly disagree
16o/o
there was some strong opposition
comments. One of the milder of
The greatest contrast in voting
-these was voiced by •one male
occureu on tne basts or sex.
senior, "There is no place like
Men wer e evenly divided"\on the
home for the holidays." '
Homecoming changes. Fifty per-

Job service

for grads

•

A free, computerized service
that tells graduating students how
well their career interests and
qualifications match with specific
job opportunities is being made
available this year on the Howard University campus, it was
3:0nounced by the placement director, Samuel- M. Hall, Jr.

" Placement Resea"rch," he
said, " is a c arefully planned,
entirely pro.fessional . system,
with benefits for recruiters as
well as for our campuS'. We welcome it as the answer to a longfelt need for the help a computer can give in placement prescr eening."
•

'

The new service '\s offered
to seniors who are hot going on
to gr aduate s chool and to graduate students receffing their
degree in 1971. They' will receive special, computer-coded
Placement Research tquestlonnaires thro!Jgh their placement
offices.
,
The placement direotor urged
2ualified students to submit their
completed que s t i o.n n air es
promptly, "so that the c~mputer
can go to work for you as quickly as possible and give .yo1,1 back
a detailed report before recruiters begin their visits ~ere."
~
He cautioned job seekers; however, that the computer ls " only
a more efficient and rational
means of matching cand!dates
with employment oppo{'lurtities,
and not a guarantor" of ·, jobs.

'-
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Pam Preston
The purpose .of GRIPE is to
provide for the Howard University
community a mechanismL~hereby
grievances can be acknowlj!ged and,
with the cooperation of the other
facets of the University, aJleviated.
Research on the grievances are
provided by the brothers of the
Alpha Phi Omega National Service
Fraternity.
Grievance: Concern in g the
Punch-out (or the poorest excuse
of a Snack Bar) When will 1t
be expanded? Food- the prices
are too high!! Service, too slow!
Why can't it be open 24 hrs./day,
7 days/ wk.? Why can't mixed
drinks be served?
·
Reply: There are no plans to
expand our present Snack Bar
facility, however , space for a
larger Snack Bar has been planned as part of the new Univers. ity Center Building, Our price
structure is below the average
price structures in the surroWlding college communities. Please
note that we to are feeling the
inflation pinch. Our raw food cost
. is on a constant rise and has been
over the past five years. Please
also note that whereas we experience purchase price increases each year, we have only
increased our selling price once
in the past five years. Comparatively speak.i ng, our service
is not slow when you consider
our diversified menu, The
"Punch Out" ls one of the few
. remaining snack shops where
customers have an individual
taste choice, i.e., with or without lettuce, with or without

Comment

tomatoes, with or without toast,
grilled or plain an~ a menu
ranging from a plate lunch or
breakfast to egg and cheese sandwiches. However, we are not
satisfied with our service and we
have taken steps to increase our
speed and at the same time
maintain our present menu.
Please note that we have printed
order forms for faster ordering
and better customel'-staff commwtlcations, and we have also ·
installed an express line which
carries in excess ~f ten items
for faster service. A twentyfour hour
snack
bar ser..
vice for seven days per week
would be an unrealistic and impractical venture. The increase
cost of operating such as, utilities, labor and other maintenance
charges can not be off-set by
the poor volume that could be
expected in the Snack Bar between 7:00 P.t-1. and 8:00 A.M.
Mixed drinks are not sold in the
Snack Bar because the Snack Bar
is considered a public area. In
accord with accepted University
policies, mixed drinks are not to
be served in public areas, It
might be well to note that our
present Snack Bare space is
inadequate for the addition of
such a service.
(This reply was submitted by
Mr. Joseph Stewart, Director of
Food Services , Howard Univ.)
NOTE: Come on Dean Calhoun,
cut us some slack -- can't we
get
an
an s w e r
to the
grievances?????

HOW TO USE GRIPE
There are two methods that
can be used in submitting your
question or grievance: by coming to the Alpha Phi Omega National Service Fraternity Office
in room 109 of the Student center between the hoµ rs of 12:00
and 1: 00 on Monday through Wednesday, or by · coming to the
Ottice of Student Llfe, room 103
of the Student Center at your
convfnience to fill out the appropriate form. Your grievance
wil l be answereq within ten
days in the GRIPE column or by
written correspondence to you,

Let's first look at some of the major student issues on the campus at the present time. Homecoming. Is
everyone aware that a petition was circulated after the HUSA senate voted to cancel t~~ post-game concert
that would feature the Chambers Brothers? (Remember, this group performed here le~ than1l-moftth ago.) 1
As a result of the petition, which contained no less than five hundred signatures gath~red in one.day, the
concert will be held.
•
Who petitioned for a bail fund for Angela Davis?
Who petitioned when the D.C. Project was in jeopardy?
Speaking of priorities, what is the rationale of college administrators who see a need for redecorating
their offices, and appointing people to new positions when hundreds of students were informed duririg the
summer that they would receive no financial a~istance; when Founders Library 1s a disgrace; when
Dougla~ Hall has become an insult rather than a monument to a great Black man . What ao we need with a
center of ecological study, which our President has proposed, when the Afro-American Studies Department
has not had enough money to hire the brilliant Black instructors that white schools aregrabbing'up .
It is not e1'ough for us (students) to think that we are accomplishing something by the mere fact that we
are Black and wear Afros--but all this has been said before, and apparently it doesn't make any difference,
because the Chambers Brothers come first .
Likewise, it is not enough for this University administration to adopt a new appearance--and new
rhetoric. But this, too , has been said, and it doesn't make any difference either, because. who really cares?
....

A unanimous vote in HUSA

, HUSA's decision (agreed upon unanimously and without the usual ha~les) to endorse the Black
Panthers' request to hold their convention in the gym next month, represented a new unity on two levels.
Within HUSA , itself, it is refreshing to hear that a unanimous decision has been·made on any important
issue. Unity and unanimity in student goverrunent seemed completely out of the question one week. ago.
This decision indicates that th~re may be hope for this year's student leaders to unite, overlooking
individual hang-ups in fa~or of dealing with the problems of Black people.
On a broader level, this decision shows that the Panthers, whose relationship with Howard students and
ex-students (Stokely Carmichael and lmamu Amiri Baraka, whom Eldridge Cleaver castigated in the Panther
newspapers last spring) wish to come here to hold their convention. Incidentally , they had previously
requested the use of the University of Maryland's facilities, and were refuses.
This is also a good sign for Howard. Many of us do not agree with the Panther ideology , which includes
the concepts of Marxism, nor do all of us agree with alliances with whites, such' as the Gay Liberation Front
and the Women's Lib. But the fact is that we can overlook these differences, and lend our facilities to a
Black organization that has been the constant victim .of harra~ment and persecution since its inception. .
Of course, the final decision is made by the administration. But the call of unity gives them no choice,
-but to agree.

CamP.,us Vanguard

~omecoming
.. .

ther newspaper."
"The lines of rented Cadillacs and Corvettes filled the
streets and many people were
heard to ask, 'Who's playing
today' ?"
"Even though the students at
Howard have been struggling recently to make the school more
relevant to the needs of Black ·
students, yesterday was not a
day for Black power.!'
"One group of students, some
clad in dashikis, danced in a
corner of the field before the
game, carrying a paper mache
clenched Black fist. Those stuall join together and proceed to
dents were outnumbered, howtempt to ch ge their . ir'nages.
the Student Center to tell Michael
e~er, by the students carrying
I realize that ast Friday all the
Harris that you were ready o
port le bars and wearing maxi
greek organ atlons joined togive your support and entn<g1:0ess---c::::~c:,ai.~."
·
gether an
ejoiced in unison.
to the D.C. Project, It's unforBut that was last year. Things
To me this is not changing one's .
tunate that you couldn't all join
have changed since then.
image, this is just an attempt
together and raise money for
For one thing, we won't have
to exemplify the fact that all
students to' go to Alabama, but
a Homecoming Queen, · so we
greeks have something in comyou can raise money for a home_.
didn't have to spend a lot of
mon--that something is rhythm . .
coming cabaret. Basically all
time, money md pagentry on
' (All niggers are said to have this
· .greeks are doing is keeping white
deciding whom we would select
trait).
folks happy because whitey 11.kes
(and which sisters we would reIt's unfortunate that you. didn't
(Continucd on Page 8)
Ject) in our own version o~ the
Another year, another Homecoming, and another milestone
in our journey towards a Black
University.
It was just last year when
the •Washington Post' made these
observations about our Homecoming, "As the people, d_ressed
more for a coc.ktail party than
for a football game, filed into
tlle stands two men tried vainly
to sell copies bf the Black Pan-

'

.' .

Miss America Pagent. This year
we will have the Gridiron Queen,
same idea, but on a smaller I
scale.
,
.
And lf things go according to
plan, we won't spend a lot of
money and effort on tryifig to
out rag each other. This year
the focus of the Homecoming
day activities will be on the
footbal game - just like at any
other school, in the best All- .
American collegiate tradition.
Maybe we should start a new
tradition.
Wh~
· Musllm minister Louis
Fara.kl was here two weeks ago,
he p inted out that there is
nothin~ wrong with socializing,
as lon as it M..c: a proper focus.
He s · d thlt- when Muslims
"party," they sit and discuss
their latest farm or school, or
other . contribution to the building of;a Black nation.
For most of us, a discussion
of all · pur cgn!_ributions to the
building of a Bl~ation would
only l~e a minute, but at a
Black University, the focus of
the btggest social event of the
year 'should at least reflect
an interest in Black natio hood.
Some students were fo
ate
~nouge to have been present hen
Barbarla. Ann Tee.r perfor ed
during the African Heritage
-

die~ Assoc!at!on's Conle~ce

..
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As a result of some ~of the recent occurrences on campus, it appears that it may be time for us to
re-examine our priorities ..

Greeks called Path:etic
by Barbara Womack
It's very ironic and sad that
there are Black people on thls ·
campus .who don't fully· widerstand that Blacks are fighting
a struggle for survival They
don't fully understand what revolution is about. It's apparent
that many students on this campus are still dealing with what
Malcolm X referred to as a
"Negro Revolution".
The so-called greek organizations on this .campus are composed of Negro revolutionaries.
They are composed of pathetic
examples of "house niggers."
A Black person would not sing
and dance knowing that Angela
Davis had been incarcerated the
day before. A.Black person would
not sing and dance knowing that
Black men are being killed disproportionately in Viet Nam
every day. Tell me, greeks, how
can y9u rejoice knowing that
somewhere close by in the surrowiding community a Black
Child is crytng?--If he ts not
cry~g because he is suffering
from malnutrition; if he ts not
crying because he is suffering
from tuberculosis; if he ls not
crying because he has been left
on a doorstep, then tie must be
crying because he is Black, (yie
all realize that to be Black in
Amerikkka today i.s enough "to
make one cry), Tell me greeks,
how can you rejoice:
I fully realize that there will
. alV{ays be greek organizations on
Howard's campus because Howard wn1 always be a mass of
heterogenous people llving in
·paper - mache worlds guided
by social aspirations and bullshit. Even though this is true,·
greek organizations must now at-

'

Sick priorities

' By Pam Preston, Linwood Wooldridge

#

October 23, 1970

•

last · Sfimester . . At the clo of
her performance the audl ce
reportedly stood and joined hands
exhuberently chanting ''We are an
Afric.ari People," and they could
n9t be -r stopped for nearly 15
minutes.
.
.
That was a true Homecoming
- an emotional return to our
spiri~ual ·and cultural home, and
a co!TKng home to an awareness
of ."the oneness of all Atrican
people,
Homecoming should be a weeklong Black Arts Festival with
which , all .Black. people could
identi!y, with African Bazaars,
and _emphasis on African dress,
and , maybe even a speaker or
two.
That- doesn't mean that the
l\....
· footb~ team shouldn't be s_upported or that Blac.k pedole
shouldn't dig on footbaJ.l game~,
but as a Black school we have
a responsibility to remake our ..
1'institut1ons to our image consistent with our rhetoric.
•
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What is your opinion of the
0

HOWARD UNIVERSITY D.C.

t

PROJECT?

•

I
•

\

By Tom Terrell

I

Frantz Vielot, Junior·L.A.

R<>n Knox, Junior, L.A.
" I think the project is a good
idea but it should have been
organized better. I don't know
how much money was allocated
but I don't want to see that
money wasted ."

•

" In theory it looks good, but
whether it will be successful in
practice- I am kind of skeptical.
The peopJe who are leading this
thing don ' t seem to be
competent. enough".

•

,.

Jessica Edwards, Sophomore,
L.A.
" I think it's a wonderful idea
and it would be a great thing if
we could get all the students to
participate in it."

'

•

•

,.

Marlene Ledwell, Junior L.A.
"What is the D.C. Project? (after
being informed by this reporter)
It would be great if they got it
into practice."
Marquita McNeal ,
Nursing
" I think the D.C. Project !s hip ;
but they 're too hung up with
money. If they get the money
situation settled it'll be a great
help to the community."

..
.. .•• •
.

•
•'

.. ".
'

•

•

•
•

.

••

..

' .•

•

.--.

•
• '
. •
Pat Jenkins, Junior L.A .
''Oh wow.... ! I hope that if
they 're really sincere with the
program they make it k nown to
more people. on cam~."
•

•

~

\

•

.

)

.

I

•

'

,

Norman Holmed Jr. , Senior L.A.
" I am not aware that there was
even a D.C. Project- which toJ
me denotes a failure of
communicational structure of\_
that particular organization and
what they are trying to achieve."

Barry Hogan , Senior L.A.
"I believe HUSA has outdone
itself with involvement in the
community . I think it 's
worthwhile ; but how come they
didn't think of it sooner- we are '
now· coming toward a Black
University."

..

•
t

,
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Down rows and rows of old
houses slowly crumbling to the
garbage filled street, up rickety
stairs and dirty hallways live
millions of Black families on
welfare. You who are so fortun ate as not to know the familiar
echo of that word sit back and
take heed. But first let me define the word welfare for you
as Webster knows it (he was
never on welfa re), "Of, relat.ing to, or concerned with welfa'te and especially with improvement of the welfare of social
group (as children, workers or
underprivileged or disabled persons). Now let me put it to you
the way a 9- year-old brother
told this reporter when I asked
"ls your fa mily on welfare?"

•

Bro.: " Yea, we on it, But we don't
get much. Ma ma always going
down there. " _
.Rpt. : "Down wher.e?"
Bro.: " Down to the office and
telling 'em she can't make
it on what they give us."
Rpt. : "You eve r been down
•
there?"
Bro. : "Yea I been."
Rpt. : "What was it like?"

Bro. : "I don't remember "4ept
a big room full of people and
waiting for a long time to see
somebody."
Rpt.: "Why' d yot!t? mother. take
you down? "
Bro,: "I don't know •cept she
·kept saying how raggedy me
and Nlse and Popo was."
Me: "Who is Nise and Popo?"
Rpt.: 11 Who is Nise and Popo?"
Bro. : ''Them? Thems my sisters
and brother. Nlse is twelve
and Popo is ten. I'm the
youngest one but I ain't the
. baby."
Rpt. : "Why ar en' t you the baby? "
Bro. : "Caus e I'm a man."
Rpt. : " What type work does your
mothe r do?"
Bro.: "I don' t know. "
Rpt. 11 \Vhat . type work does _your
dad do""
Bro. : "l don't have none.''
Rpt. : "Oh."
"Bro.: "l\1e ·and Nise and P~!>Q
and Mama, we all the familv."
.
Rpt. : "Are you happy?"
Bro.: "Yea, we happy."
Rpt.: "l asked were you happy."
Bro.: "Ye~, gir~, I said I was_,
Where you from? You from
the welfare?"
Rpt.: "No, why'd you ask?"

..
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By Fai Walke r

•

Greeks
,
(Continued from Page 6)

·l

-

to see us sing and dance and
when whitey sees you all coming together into one group, he
knows that you are coming together to give thanks. (Thank you~
Mr. Charlie, for allowing us to
have the freedom to dance and
sin~ at ;:our own leisure).
T r aditionally, white people
have a habit of conserving that
which they think will be beneficial to Black people in following generations. Spiro Agnew
conserves his speecttes. Ric)lard
Nixon conserves his racism . J .
Edgar Hog conserves his "Nigger killers". Marlon Brando conserves Diana Ross. Martha Mitchell conserves her talking doll.
Bill Graham conserves God and
Good ole Uncle Sam ls conserving the atomic bomb, James Earl
A place to drown your sorrow.
Ray and Howard University. The
white folks are saving up all
Bro.: "Some woman ask me the
That covers your dingy sheet,
these goodies for us and to show
~ ame thing at the place.''
Or Thank God for that pail that
our appreciation we conserve Que
Rpt. : "What place. "
·
Psi Phi and hope that it will
catches the
Bro.: "The place I told you 'bout
water coming through the roof
last until we die. Whoever said
with the room and the waiting."
But don't you dare ask God why
that Niggers didn't prepare for
Rpt.: "Oh.' '
you're where you are, or why
the future.
Bro.: "Yea, well, I got to go now.
they've
Brother Louis Farakan, in his
They fixing to play kickball."
got a roof that doesn't leak
speech at Cramto11 last week
Rpt.: "Hey, what's your name
Don't you dar e little boy, don't
suggested that we destroy Gr eek :
'little man'?"
you dare
Organizations on Howard's cam- :
Bro.: "How you know."
•c ause God hates to say to you • pus . "There should be but one
Rpt,: "How I know what."
that be created this world and
fraternity, and that is the fraBro, : "My name was little man. "
he cr eated the people who treat
ternal order of the Black man,"
\Vith that a friend called for
you the way they do.
said Farakan.
him and off he fled.
But he'll tell yo~ to keep on
I feel that total destruction
" Hey punk wait for me, you
believing
•
at this time would be improper,
silly SOB."
and praying, until one day you
but total reconstruction will be
die from
necessary if greek organizations
Welfare to a Black youngster
hunger of an over dose of heroftl
are going to become relevant to
is not knowing where your mother
And if you do die count your- ·
the Black community, which is
works or if she works, waiting
self lucky
what they should be about revoluin rooms for long periods of time,
Cause you can s ay:
tion. ff you must be a greek,
.going raggedy and telling the man
Good-bye
roaches,
then be one, but be an an Afriif he's happy or not.
Good-bye junkies,
can first- - be Black and anything
Good-bye you miserable people
-Go home little boYafter that will be irrelevant.
Good-bye, Goodbye!
When you kneel down at night
And if you end up in hell you
a mong
may be doing better th~ you
the filth and the roaches y.rhat
are now.
are
So bend your knees ~t night and
you going to thank God ' for?
pray to God - for death.
Surely not for the neighborhood
you live in.
·
No Sir!
Or for the s ign down the street
Yea, now you fortunates , how
that says "Open- Come In"
'
are you fartrlg today? What does
Open to drug addicitlon and
.
it mean if he's on welfare? -junkies
you• re not, right?? You say "Hey
l
and winos and prostitution
wait a minute, I didn't put them
"Come In" and never go out
on welfare. I didn't cause them
the same person.
to be poor. It a1n 't my fault".
Go home little boy, go home
Well let me lay it on you this
and watch the bed bugs get
way. No you didn't make .•em
· high off molded meat
poor, not directly-- cause you
Go home and pray for better
didn't take any money from them
days and better things.
and you didn't litter any streets
But remember to look the other
or fire any mothers - but you're
way when better things pass you
robbing them everyday when you
by.
refuse to help brothers like
Remember to put your feelings in
"little man" stay in school, or
your
1
don't take time to help a sister
pockets and your wishes in your
learn personal hygiene. You make
shoes.
them poor by not being concerned
W o~ a n stands imp.atiently, clutchThank God for that shabby blan-poor through not caring.
ket
•
ing her baby.

'

..

•

..

'

"' sullenly through her broken screen door.
Black woma11 gazes

the
first washington blues .festival

•

,

,

,SATURDAY
FRIDAY

THURSDAY
B.B. King
Muddy Waters
Harambee Singers
African Heritage
Richie Havens

Howlin' Wolf
J.B. Hutto
Luther Allison
Missm'sippi Fred McDowell
Furry Lewis
Libba Cotton
Howard University Gospel Choir
Reverend Robert Wilkens

Jr. Wells
Buddy Guy
Sleepy John Estes
Hammie Nixon
Yank Rachel
Big Boy Crudup
Mance Lipscomb
John Jackson
African Heritage

'

Three Nights: $5.00 Per Show
'

November 5, 6, 7

8:00 P.M. Until??

Crampton Auditorium
Howard University
6th and Fairmont Streets, N.W. ~

A NEW THING PRODUCTION in cooperation with the Blues Advisory Committee and The Friends of the John

Information & Tickets:
(202) 332-181 .1
f.

Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts.

..

•

•
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Drama Dept..presents one-act plays
died over the summer. Harley's
last job was as a janitor
at the Dept. of Agriculture.
He died without anyone ever
hearing his story. Goss read his
obituary and remembered he had
seen Harley in the "old days".
Goss did some more checking
around and found out there was
quite a story behind old Harley.
Harle¥ was what is known in
the boxtng world as a counterpuncher, a Fighter who takes
a punch to give one. Harley.
at one time a top contender.•
during his professional caree

'Let Jesus turn you on '
.

By Henry Anderson

Cramton auditorium was definitly vacillating last Monday night
when Cordoza High School and the
Howard University Gospel Choir
got together and did their thing
with Jesus.
Wallace Williams rose from
the depths of the stage on the
orchestra pit, ushered by the
choir's young women w1111e its
men cavorted down the aisles
in their usual manner. Williams,
~fleir director and comentator
proclaimed, " Those of you who
Haven't been here before are
in for a treat.' '
·~one

whatsoever was he ~ving
when he made that statement
cause sure enough at certain
points throughout the evening the
audience beca me one in a Holy
repercussion except at the beginning of the concert when the
Cordoza High School Gospel
Choir performed.
"Are you dead? Everything
that's dead should be burried!"
shouted a young woman from
the
Cordoza choir, which
throughout its performance had
been holding conversations off
and on with the audience. "Are
you ready to be buried." she continued after there was little positive responce to their singing
from them. They sang three songs
(God Gave Me a Song, Stood on
the Banks of Jordan, Climbing
up the Mountain) none of which
rose the audience to any real
evangelical orgasm. There was
not enough force projected in
their songs to do so or maybe

there weren't enough people 1.o
support that fo.rce.
Many of the spirituals sung
by Howard's Gospel Choir moved
the audience to the extent that
some got up from their seats
to clap to the beat of the music
some S\V'l.Veled their hips, while
others did the storefront church
stomp remintscent of Arnold
·Blair and other high strung choir
members. When Blair got tiimself together again he came back
to sing "Miracle \Vorker" in
which a secular person nearly
wet on myself because of the
power and the thrust he put into
it.

..

..To be bad is o ne level
But to be terrible, is to be
Badder dan nat... ..-1.marnu Amiri Baraka•

By Larry Coleman

By Danny Simms

Truth is the essence of Clay
Goss, Senior, writer - in- residence and instructor of play
writing.
Truth
is also the
essence of his two upcoming
plays, "Being Hit" and "Ornett",
along with another play "Dr. B.S.
Black," beginning Oct. 27.
"Once you startwritingyouget
to a point where you write anything," said Goss. " I don't write
anything and I don't write to
please. I write about the life
and death truths of the Black
experience.
"Being Hit" deals with the life
of ex-boxer Harley Mims who
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had the experience of hitting
and being hit by ten champions.
"Being Hit" let's us see the
struggle of a Black man who almost punches his way to the
top, but never makes it.
"Ornett" tells of the life of
Black Musician Charlie Parker.
Directed by Ellen Lewis, a Fine
Arts Student, "Ornett" will be
a new conceptual experience.
" This play may be hard for
some to understand, because it
will incorporate such features
as
psychedelic light, silent
movies and innovations not yet
experienced on stage," said
Goss.

believe this. believe every
word of lt. imamu amiri baraka
(leroi Jones) and fundi (billy
abernathy)· combine to run a
train/ trane ;op -your minds. their
book, "In OUr Terribleness",
reflects them. reflects us. beez
them. beez us. and dig, it don't
cut no corners.
when i say book, 1 lie. be- •
cause in all actuality it is not
a book. it is ta mini-sun. it
generates heat, light, instruc- .
tions, wisdom, hope, it generates
love.
•.
if you cannot follow mythdught
patterns. if you find it difficult
to understand what i am trying
to say, then buy the book. better
yet, steal the book. the best
things in lUe are free. and besides, this book is too "terrible"
to buy.
many of you will be oorned by
this mini-sun. as i was burned
by u... initially. i wanted to leap
into it. control it. extract its
treasures and when i had finished,
fling it into some dark corner of
my library. but it refused to be
used, its brilliance blinded me.
dazzled me. i backed away from
it covering my eyes and screaming for help. it was then that i
came to realize, this. was no
ordinary book. not to be outdone, i approached the minisun aga1n ...this time with awe
and reverence. this time with

" It's an experience play not
even for understanding'' said
Goss in a moment of reflection,
"It's really just something for
the brothers and sisters to dig
on." The set for the play will
be designed by Ron Anderson
with music by the Issac Hargrove Trio.
Also being presented with
"Being Hit" and "Ornett" will
be "Dr. B. S. Black" a humoristic play by Carlton Mollette II.
"B. S. Black '' will be directed
by Robert West and was selected
to offset the cold life ¥td death
quality of the other two plays.
The three plays will run for
10 performances from October
27 to November 1.

open heart and open head. this
time as subject, not as master.
and the light's warmth shelt~red
me. the mini- sun's energy passed
thru my pores into my consciousness and i became one with the
universe. my submission was
total. 360- degrees.
this mini-sun may be viewed
in a single setting. but in a single
setting, it will never be digested.
for it is •a mini-sun and a minisun like the real sun does not ·
gravitate to you; you gr avitate
to it, the power of images. black
images is awesomely terrible.
the mini-sun is quite unlike
anything you have ever before
experienced. so if you find yourself unable to comprehend it...
initially. do not become discouraged and pout like a spoiled brat.
put 1t down, walk around campus
and dig on the bloods and the
sisters. not just look at. or see.
or observe. but dig on 'em.
then go back and read th~ minisun again. and take note of how
much your perception has
cleared.
the mini-s& is koran -bibleballot and bullet. it is multipurpose. it is many and yet
one. it is a value system and .
it is a three dimensional experience.
fundi'~· photography and Imamu's imagery are soopah bad.
find this mini-sun and rip it
off. and then ... tell me it i lied.

•

•

•

•
t

Wal lace Williams is a baddude
and there isn't anybody on this
campus who has seen him perform that can despute that fact.
Doing one sptrituaI entitled "Let
not your heart be troubled'' Williams had the choir going through
some changes so undescribable
you wouldn't believe them unless you saw and heard it performed yourself and then maybeyou'd be skeptical about believing

,

..

it.

"Let Jesus turn you or. " vas
the theme and that's what h""' i!d.
There were so man} · so-c· ...i ed
happy people that night, tl1at was
a trip just watching them.
On leaving Cramton with my
spirits uplifted I heard some one say "I'm going to work
this thing out with Jesus for my
chemistry test.' '

•

•

!''
t
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Photo by Fatisha

Gospel Choir performance Monday night in Cramton.Auditorium.
\

Temps tantalize Howard fans
By Bette Baranco

Someone said, "I! you've sten
them once you don't need to see
them again,", but you could feel
the anticipation in the air as a
near capacity crowd awaited the
appearance of the "tempting"
Temptations. Even though it
seemi:!d that most of the audience had seen the show before
at one tirn~ or another, they had
come to see them again. r.1aybe
they have a certain charisma
or a certain curiosity about them,
but whatever it was, the Tempts
had drawn a crowd.
Then the show began--with the
Temptations'
proteges,
the
Posse, who gave the audience
their money's worth. First in
flashing gold lame suits at the
first performance, then in very
stylish olive, tailored, single
breasted suits, performing quite
The Posse 1 perform at Thursday night's concert.

Dr. JesseBlRoberts,Jr., Professor and Chief of the Division
of Neuro-surgery at Howard University College of Medicine, will
be cited for conspicous service
to his profession and the community. The Reverand Andrew
Fowler, Pastor of the Capitol
View Baptist Church and Acting
President of the Washington
Baptist Seminary, will be honored for conspicous service to
his community.
Mrs. Mazie B. Rea, Head of
the Department of Guidance at
Western High School in Balti-

more, Maryland; and Mrs. Car. olyn A. Stokes, Past President
of .the Orinda, California Branch
of the American Association ·of
, University Women will be the
other recipients. Mrs. Rea will
be cited ·for conspicous service
to her community. ·
According to Vernon x. Smith,
Assistant Director of Alumni Affairs at· Howard, the affair will
consist of a reception, dinner,
presentation of awards and a
dance. "Tickets, which are $10.00 each," he said,"can still be
obtained through the Office of Alumni Alfairs."

effectively "Didn't I Blow Your
Mind" and "Get Ready;"
A treat only~ the second show
was allowed w.as vocialist Mi~s
Judy Clay. A very volumnious
lady who attempted to manuever
her body as she did her voice. in
twists and turns and supposedly
seductive vibrations to "Greatest Love"(?) .
'
Then the lights, a change of
mikes and "How~rd University
presents the Temptations.'' Beginning a medley of their hits
to warm up, the "tempting Temptations'' prc5ceeded to T~ as
only they can. Unde r blue and
purple lights, that helped the
groove, dancing, as best they
knew how, they sangthe winners,
"Ball of Cortfusion," "Psychedelic Shack," "Cloud Nine" and
"War.''

HOMECOMING
STEERING COMMI I
••••••••••••
PRESENTS • • • • • • • • • • • •

Alumni .gala honors gratl,uates
Dr. Melvin H. Evans, Governor
of the Virgin Islands, is one of.
ftve Howard graduates who will
• be honored at the Howard University Alumni Federation's Annual
Awards Gala and Dinner D~ce
on Saturday, October 24. Dr.
Evans wn1 receive a Meritorious
Award for his "conspicous public
and community service."
The Gala, which begins at 7:30
p.m., will be held at the Hotel
Sonesta, Massachusetts Avenue
at Thomas Circle. It is part of
the University's annual Homecoming Week activities.

•

'

PRE-DAWN BLACK · ROCK ~ .

STARRING::::::

CHAMBERS BROTHERS
SUN. 1 OCTOBER 251
H.U. GYM _
$4 - CR~MTON

•a.o.

3-7AM

.,..
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Yellow Jackets fall 20-13

Bison bounce W. Va.
on Thompson's runs
By M i ll ard Arn old

'
'

·•

'
·~
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·'
·
t

Bright and early last Saturday
morning, the people, and especially the foot ball team at West
Virginia State began looking forward with relish for l :30 p. m.,
and the pleasure of playing the
Howa rd University Bis on. It was
homecoming in Institute, \V. Va.
and fol ks wer e nappy.
But someone made a mistake.
The feast coordinator for the
Yell ow Jackets hatl planned on
a plumb, juicy, lender nison;
after all, for the last five years
the; had been bringing · one up
there and he was always good.
Unfortunatel y for State, the
animal ttiat showed up was lean,
mang) , tired, angry and frustrated. It didn't particularly care
that it was homecoming. It came
to play football and 1t was mad.
It took a while. West Virginia
went ahead early in the game
on a five yar d run by Herb
Harris and a 75-yard scoring
p'a ss from Denny Price to Eddie
Lee and things looked like they
alw~ys looked when Howard
comes a-visiting.
By the time the third period
opened, the Bison had gone 10
straight quarters without a score
but that changed almost immed~
iately. Howard took the wraps off
Herb Thompson, who as a freshman had been sensational, but
had missed a ye ar and didn't
seem sure of himself anymore.
J ames Stevens got things going,
recovering a State fumble on
their 44- yard line. Three plays
later, Thompson swirled ouf of
the backfield and disappeared,

•
•r

I
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H omecoming: playing Whitey's

•

ity they need for their superiority complex. The game ls really
being played between blacks and
whites; blacks will never wirl'
because they are playing by "the
man's" rules.
On the other hand, the Black
man, 1f he is truly black, can't
identify with this pseudo homecoming, because he knows that
his true home is in Africa. To
celebrate homecoming on alien
soil is defeating, America is
symbolic of a house, whose primary function is sheltering. The
house lacks the characteristics
necessary to make it into a home-.
Maybe, "Housecoming" would
put Blacks .more at ease.
The Blacks man's realization
of this fallacy has led him into
altering and redefinin~ his true
m_eaning of the occasidn. In order

SCOREBOAR·D

•

•

area

' West Virginia State 13

HOWARD 20
other

Delaware St. 6
,10rganSt. 43
'.'- . Carolln::i \ & T 23
.\ IJ, Car0lin::t 1.·en r<.il c ~
Shaw 28
J . c. Smith :;o

- ~ -.117 'Cio.·

•

·-----------Comment-------------

Homecoming is the return of
a group of people on a special
occasion to a place formerly
frequented. Now, 1f you are tc
accept the above definition, then
you are basing your homecoming
according to the white man's
standards.
The Negro in. America has felt
perfectly at ease with "~hitey's"
competitive and contradictory
nature of celebrating this special
occasion. Those Negroes who
think "white is right" have been
tricked into a pseudo- homecoming. Whites center the occasion
around a football game. Physical
and mental pain are all part of
the game.
·
This competitiveness is a
method used by whites to determine who is the better of a
group, It is the further secur-

•

~

only to show up 24- yards later
in the \\·est Virginia end zone.
The country folks at Institute
got quiet. Yes, there did seem
to be something different about
this ole nasty Bison. He fought
back.
"
::\loments later, Thompson was
at it again. The 160-pound halfback with 9 .9 speed, broke 65
yards for another score, and
wasn't even winded. To shO\\ it
was no fluk e, he dove in for the
two point conversion giving IIowartl the lead fo r the first time,
14-13.
With 22 seconds remaining
in the game, defen s ive cornerback Ron l\labra got into the act,
picking off a State pass and re. .
turnee it 80 yards for a touch••
STATISTICS
down, giving Howard a 20-13
come-from-behind victory. !\lab- •
'
ra has gotten kinda good at that,
\'I./. Va. St.-Harris 5 run (Mounit was his third touchdown'since
gthangtham kick)
coming to Howard, and his sec\V. Va. St.- L~e 75 pass from
one this year.
Price (kick failed)
For Thompson, it was expecHow-Thompson 24 run (kick
ially rewarding. He rushed for
failed)
167 yards, the most ya,rdage by
How-Thompson 65 run (Thoma Bison running back in seven
pson run)
years.
How-l'vlabra 80 run with interWhen it was over, it was a
ception (kick failed)
straggly, morbid crowd that filed
out of the West Virginia.stadium.
W. Va.
There was no joy in tnstitute,
Howard
but then a mangly Bison ~s a terFirst downs
18
11
rible thing to behold, especially
Rushing
214
227
when he's mad,
Passing yardage 116
28
Retur.n yardage 14 ~
STATISTICS
163
3-13-2
2-10- 0 Passes
Punts
5-37
8-20
Howa rd ................ O O 6 1~20
Fumbles lost
2
1
w. Va. State .... 7 6 o ~13
Penalities
25
70

By Lena Williams

•

~

•

St. Paul's College o
'Virginia Union 6
Hampton Institute o
).Id. Eastern-Shore 6
Winston-Salem O
Elizabeth City ! 6
Livingston 27

TOMOR~OW

•

FISK
AT
HO\\' \RD (RFK
Stadium)*
,11
Kentucky St. at Elizabeth City
'\Id. East. Shore at ~ C Central~

'

Shaw at J. c.. Smith
Livingston at Fayett<>ville St.
Hampton at Va. State
St, Paul's at Bridgewater
Va. Union at No1iolk St.*
Delaware St. at ~Iorgan St.'
* - Homecoming

•

ga~e

to obtain this goal, blacks must:
1) become aware that we are
still involved in the white man's
pseudo - celebration; 2) not
alienate those brothers and sisters who are returning for the
event; 3) must set our standards
for the celebration.
This year at Howard University, the students have tried to
shy. away from the old Homecoming traditions. The annual.
beauty competitive queens have
been dropped for this year. The
football game, however, remains
and is scheduled to be the center attraction this year. The plan
was to make blacks on the campus come clqser together in celebrating homecoming, Hbwever,
there is a slight contradiction
present. The game will beplayed
on foreign soil in RFK Stadium
and not Howard's home field.
Now that's absurd! How can we
get closer together, by moving
farther apart?
In the near future a major
decision must be made by black
people as to whether a football
game should be the center of
their homecoming. A gathering
of black people is always a good
time for discussing · problems,
and proposing solutions to those
problems. It ls my belief that
we must take advantage of such
gatherings whenever poss ible.
\Ve can educate the old and the
young during this enlightenment
period.
Time is precious and short;
the partying and h--- - sh-----g,
must stop. Blacks must unite
in deciding their common goal
. for homecoming. If Howard students don't start getting together,
"tbey may never go home again."

B~oters

stay un eaten;
. 2-1
l edging Newark
b

By Leroy Lashley

but which found Kenny Thomas
the goal mouth waiting to kick it
out. Defenseman, Winston (Rique)
Howard's die- hard soccer fans
Yallery - Arthur fotled another
braved temperatures in the low
Miller attempt to goal as the
fifties and turned up at Howard
referee's whistle sounded to end
Stadium last Saturday to witness
the quarter with the scdre 1..0
their team register its most
1n Howard's favor.
·
scrappy victory so far this season
The Booters received the betagainst Newark College of Enginter of exchanges in the secon9
eering, 2:- 1.
•The game itself hardly just1f1ea
quarter in which Captain Stan
Smith and Donald Simmons, Howall the excitement. The Booters
ard midfield players, attacked
who had a week iayoff seemed to
the goal. Under pressure of one
be searching for their form,
of the Booters periodic onsiaught
and the Newark College, though
on their goal, a Newark defendcoming into the contest wlth an
er handled tile ball within the
impressive 6-1 record, looked,
penalty area conceding a penalty
as a team determined not to re-"
kick to Howard. Desmond Alfred
peat its 3-0 victory of last sea-.
who played an outstanding game
son
com1n1tted his only flaw of the
' reasonable shot was
game by kicking the ball ·feebly
t .,
' about 10 minutes
into the hand of the goalkeeper.
afte1 t ttj
. . . 1ence1nent. It cam~
Moments later, Aqui alter
from the boot of Bob Miller, '\
skillfully working the ball throtlgh
Newark's. inside left, but Billy
a contingent of t'loundertng
Jones, Howard's goalkeeper had
Newa1'k defenders, passed the
no difficulty in holding on to it.
ball away from a stranded goalle, ·
Seconds later Keith Aqui, one of
and at half time Howard held a
Howard's top scoring forwards,
2-0 lead.
dribbled his way through the NewIn the third quarter, Boot~rs
ark defense •and lobbed a beautiLeslie Douglas-Jones, and CarlfUl shot which barely skimmed the
ton Fraser turned in some sterlcrossbar.
ing performances. DouglasHowever, Booter's Alvin Hen.!
Jones drew a roar from the fans
derson drew first blood. Aqui
with a beautiful corner kick which
started the play. He worked the
goalkeeper, Krsullc barely held.
ball carefUlly under pressure
The final period saw Newark's
from a host ofNewarkdefenders,
forwards move the ball swiftly
and tapped it to Henderson who
down field before culminating
skidded it past a hapless goaftheir efforts with a fine go~ by
keeper.
inside forward Adolf Hermann.
Towards the end of the first
He took three excellent shots
quarter, Newark came within
prior to scoring and finally foWld
close proximity of scoring. Bob
the nets with two minutes to go in
Miller, their star forward, took
the game when he converged a
a shot which bounced over the
free kick.
head of an advancing goalkeeper,
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They're going, to play a football game tomorrow in RFK and
it W)n't be the Washington Redsk1!1s or any other National Foot-

I

ball League team. It will be
Howard's
78th Homecoming
game, with the undefeated Flsk
University squad of Nashville,
Teni:i., as competition.
Howard ls off to one of its
better starts in recent years
with a 3-2 record, but Fisk
baclrers say their team is the
best in 31 years. That's hardly
a claim to make after only two
games, but the competition that
they have beaten serv s as a
barometer.
The Bulldogs knocke off Clark
College in Atlanta 13- 0, d then
if to prove that it was n fluke,
blasted tough AlabamaState 5-8.
They claim that the defens ls
the strongest part of their ga e,
but according to reports, theyU
to throw; five of their el
scores have come through
air.
Fisk is a small but veteran

This week in sp.o ts
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sporting world
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team on offense, and a small but
talented team on defense. The
offense centers around .quarterback Richard Coure and running
back William Puckett. The two
hooked up for a touchdown pass
last year when the Bulldogs
downed Howard 34-16 in Nashville.
The defensive line averages
a shade over 200-pounds, but
they're all freshman and sophomores, with only the left cornerback a junior.
Howard, of course, has had a
r of problems on offense,
10 full quarters without
ing a point before Herb
Thompson exploded at West Virginia State scoring 14 points to
lead the Bison to a 20-13 comefrom -behind victory over · the
Yellow Jackets.
Defense has long been Howard's strong suit, at least this

••

CHICAGO, Oct. 11 -- Gale
Sayers, star running back of the
Chicago Bears, suffered a knee
injury which may sideline him
for the r~t of the season. Dr.
Theodore Fox, who performed
surger y on Sayers• left knee in
1968, operated on hls injured •
right knee Wednesday. Sayers
r eturned in 1969 to lead the NFL
in rushing before suffering his
new injury against JVlinnesota this
season.
OAKLAND, Oct. 12 - - The Oakland Raiders confirmed that all-,
pro cornerback Willie Brown
would undergo surgery to repair
a shoulder seperation. Brown,
a graduate of Gr ambling College,
will be lost to the Raiders 4-5
weeks. Brown was injured in the
second quarter of Oakland's 3523 victory over Denver, when
he made a diving interception.
It didn't seem to bother the
Raiders too much, they trounced
the Washington Redskins the following weekend, 34-.20.
WICHITA, Kan., Oct. 11 -Newly appoinfed Wichita State
football coach Bob Se&man said
that survivors of the plane crash
in Colorado, and the university

season, but even it has had lapses. Of course it has also been
riddled with injuries, notably to
Bobby King Kong, Shirrell Ogden, Wilbur Brown and Gordon
Burke,
•
If the intangible factors weren't
added, it would boil down to a
question of which team has the
stronger defensiv e unit, Howard
is pretty much at full strength
now, with only one or two question marks, while Fisk has had
a two week layoff.
That two week layoff is one
of_ the intangibles. With 14 days
off because of scheduling conflicts , how :will a young team
react to. a pressure bal !game
in a situation where they've been
away from contact that long?
Then they have to face a Bison team that pulled off one of
the biggest miracles of the yolll1g
season, bouncing back from a
13-0 deficit at halftime to beat

•

review

BALTIMORE, Oct, 11 -- Outfielder Tony Conigliaro of the
Boston Red Sox, who made a
dramatic comeback from an eye
injury two years ago, was traded
along with catcher Gerry ~loses
and pitcher Ray Jarvis, to the
California Angels for outfielder
Jarvis Tatum, Ken Tatus, a
pitcher and Doug Griffin, a minor
league infielder,
NEW YORK, Oct, 12 -- Arthur
Ashe, Black U.S. Davis Cup star
from Richmond, who turned contract pro, was named director
of tennis at the Doral Hotel and
countr y club in Miami, Fla.
ATLANTA, Oct. 12 -- In case
he turns out to be the "not so
great white hope," Oct 26 against
Muhammad Ali, Jerry Quarry
laid the groundwork yesterday
for a future date with Bob Foster.
''I don't think Foster has a
little bit of a chance. against
Frazier on Nov, 18," said

The Sha·r k's Lair

Quarry. Asked if he would like
to fight Foster, Quarry said
"anytime, anywhere."

The signing ended a dispute
that began last summer and
caused Rule to announce he
wanted to be traded. Rule wanted
$75 ,000 ·plus incentives, the
Sonics offered $60,000 plus incentives . Rules' previous salary
was $28,500.
Va., Oct 11,
Pete Hamilton, top Money winner in NASCAR's Grand National
stock car racing division was
ordered to enter the Armywithtn
10 days or face a possible prison
term. Hamilton must report for
active duty before Oct. 26 or
become subject to prosecution.
~ARTINSVILLE,

By Gary Mille r

sardines, and a low-cholrine and
Ph reading. The walls of the
pool are so slippery from the
algae build-up, that most of the
swimmers found themselves
sliding down to the bottom of
the pool, when they attempted
to turn.

~

•

Stan Smith , Captain of the
Booters.
Chick Photo

The flrst weekend practice of
the season was a fair one, when
one considers that the water
had an odor of ten year-olddead

After last Saturday's game
Smith, mopping his brows set
.in front of his locker with m~
ed feelings. The dominant one
was happiness.
"I am convinced the team wiH
win the N.C.A.A. championship~
And in a monotone, he voiced
his frustrations.

"We will win the N.C.A.A,
championship . . • 'but I've several grievances.',
The top goal scorer on Howard's 1969 soccer team is extr.e mely confident tnat hls team
:VJll partake in the N. c. A. A. playOffs, and go on to capture the
1970 championship.
·
He ls Stanford Smith the newly
selected captain of the Booters
soccer team. He is a native of
Ber.muda a.IJd as football quarterbacks, Sonny Jurgensen, and Joe
Namath, he calls most of the
plays for the Booters' eleven.
Smith, one of the most valuable
players on the team, fe els elated
at the
responsibility which
coaches Lincoln Phillips and Ted
Chambers have bestowed on him
by appointing him Captain.
He says, " I've played soccer
since I was 10 years old, but
ever since I was a toq~ter I
kicked at objects in my path."
He also remembered the fond
memories of being skipper of his
elementary school team.
Smith, who also playe<;I for
·Somerset Soccer Team of Ber-

"I am disappointed with the
way soccer is treated on this
campus. It is second best to ·al~
other varsity sports, and we
don't have enough equipment al ..
though we are by far the most_
victorious squad.''
I

Smith, who wears an Afrol
style hair-cut, is also disappointed at the attendances at games.
"I would like to see many
more people from the campu~
community at these games to giv~
us the morale support ,we need."
us the morale support we
need.''
However , the initial appearance of chanting cheerleaders
at last Saturday's game proved
to Smith that someone on the
campus had intuitively foreshadowed his grievances and l,s
acting in a positive direction.

.

•

You're fair game when you wear
a Van Heusen Body Shirt.
'

Don't lose your shirt . to a light lingered lovely!
·cause the perfect f1tting body shirt from Van
Heusen 1s meant for YOU , man! It s the tr11nmer
look for the 70s, sparked by bolder stiipes and
$Ol icts. new long point col lar <lnd 2·butto.n cuffs,

There
shouldn't be any
excuses for these outrageous
conditions in and around •the pool
ar ea. If computers can figure
out pay scales for the custodians
in the Physical Education Department, let someone figure out
a way for them to clean the
locker room. And pool maintenance should be informed about
a chemical called algaecide.
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The swimmers will not put
up with this gross neglect thls
year.

Body Shirt
.

•

,,...--

•

•

'

'

•

Beware the Body
Shirt Snatcher!

Moving from the pool to the
locker room, the floors are
covered with a dirt film, which
turns to mud when the swimmers come into the locker room
dripping wet. For the past two
weeks, there hasn't been toilet
paper in the stalls. The toilets
haven't been cleaned in so long,
the urine has coll ected around
the bowl and has turned into
a solid state with a foul, nauseous
odor.

In this day and age, where
large institutions are being rlll1
by computers, the swim team has
found that computers can not do
the work necessary to keep conditions in and around the pool
clean aqd healthy.

•

muda prior to ~h!s entrance at
Howard u. two : years ago, has
led the Boote!s lo four consecutive victories so:far this season,
But he is not averaging a goal
per game as he did last year.
.
.
'
"I haven't been among the
goal getters this year, because
m
longer playing center
fo
• Insteaa, I' m playing
enter half, and to execute our
4-2-4 system effectively thls
position is important for it links
the defenders with the forwar<)s."

BALTilvlORE, Oct. 15 -- The
Baltimore Orioles won their
fourth and final game of the
World Series with a 9- 3 victory
over the Cinncinnati Reds. Baltimore lost only one of five games
enroute to baseball's most
coveted prize.

' Oft. 16 - - Bob Rule
SEATTLE,
the Seattle Sonics' 6-foot- 9 center signed a one-year contract
with the NBA team Thursday,
terms were not disclosed.

,

Victory without support
By Leroy Lashley

KANS AS CITY, Oct. 15 - - Mike
Garrett star running back of the
world champion Kansas City
Chiefs was traded to the San
Deigo Chargers for a second
round draft choice. Garrett said
he '(las not surprised by the trade
because he was having trouble
with the Chiefs front office, Garrett indicated several weeks ago
he planned to join the Los Angeles
Dodgers next spring and try for
an outfield p9st.

.

•

.

Shirrell Ogden

athletic corporation had voted
with only one negative vote to
continue their football schedule.
13 members of States' football
team were killed in the Colorado
crash.

West Virginia-20:;t3. Thal game
could get Howard believing 1n
themselves, and in their ability
to win under pressure. ·
That ·same big victory coold
work in reverse however, inflating the Bison's ego, and Fisk
could have a calkwalk. Another
factor is that it is Homecoming,
and the first game in RFK Stadium
for a Howard team. A contest
they wouldn't want to lose.
On the question of the stadium,
many students have exp r es s e d
wonderment as to the feasibility
of..playing there.
However in terms of the long
range benefits and affects of a
game in the stadium, e.g., l®al
and national exposure for the
players, which would serve as
a beacon to attract other outstandlhg athletes; plus the important advantage of being acceslble to more people, including those in the community,
makes it worthwile.

Stan Smith:

•
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A galaxy of Bison stars to face Fisk tomorroWH

r
t.

Gordon Buake, Sr., Columbu s , Ga.

;

•

Mike Copeland, Soph.,.
Winston·Salem, N.C .

..

.

o .c.

•
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Bobby K ing Kong, Fresh . , Wash., D.C.

Robert Lambert Fresh.,
Lynchburgh , Va .

Barry Gray, J r.. Newark, N.J.

Zane Anderson, Soph., Wash.,

,< ~

.

Festus Cameron, Soph., Durham. N .C.

Jame>.aryant, Soph., Wilmington, Del..

Wilbur Brown, Jr., Patterson, N .J.

-

* ...

:

Gerald Dial, Soph., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sh1rre11 Ogden, Sr., Buffalo, N.Y .

Deacon Jones, Jr., Rustburg, Va.

Thomas Payne, Fresh., Roanok e, Va.

""

I
·•
Robert Butler. Jr .. Wash.,

.

......,

Ron Mabra, Soph., Talladega, Al a.

:+

• •

o.c .

Richard McGhee, Fresh.,
Bladensburgh, Md.

Willie Harrell, Fresh ., Patterson, N .J.

Warren Craddoc ks, Fresh.,
Arlington, Va.

Melv in Bell, Soph ., Charlotte, N .C.

'

'
...

Jimmy Walker, Sr., Newark ,

N~ .

Anthony Becks, Soph. ,

Clifton Bethea, Fresh ., Wash ., O .C .

Charles Milhouse, Jr., Wash .,

James Steyi!ns, Soph.,

Pa ~terson,

· Seat Pleasa nt, Md.

(•
Richard Motley, Jr., East O ra n ge, N.J .

o.c .

Herb Thompson, Jr. , C linton, S.C.

Bruce Williams, Fresh., Wash ., O.C.

I
Photos by ARN

)
Frank Ridley , Soph ., Wash., O.C .

''

Norm Brown, Sr.,
Winston-Salem. N.C.

N .J.

